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SUMMARY

Storyboard Artist is Ensuring that storyboard includes all final dialogue, backgrounds, direction, 
camera moves and action by making drawing or text changes in description, dialogue, or 
numbering. Submitting work that appropriately aligns with production and workflow guidelines 
requirements (i.e., naming conventions and storage).

SKILLS

Storage Planner, Interpretation.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Storyboard Artist
ABC Corporation  2008 – 2008 
 Understood and interpreted requirements from the film/advertising concept.
 Studied the script to understand required mood and overall theme.
 Considered camera angles and lighting to be used in the storyboard presentation.
 Composed wire frame drawings from which the more detailed illustrations will be developed.
 Completed color or monochrome storyboards in full for use by production staff.
 Edited storyboards and make changes as per the request of director or production team.
 Addressed acting, hookups, extra poses, etc.

Storyboard Artist
Delta Corporation  2006 – 2008 
 Developing scenes by drawing out thumbnails and fully rendered storyboards.
 Create storyboards for prospective animated pilot.
 Created detailed drawings and images for extensive action scenes for production.
 Worked on tight deadline leading up to shoot dates, all images completed on time.
 Produced shot layouts for multiple episodes and set up shot plan for all episodes of a live 

action reality make over show.
 Created detailed drawings and images for extensive action scenes for production.
 Worked on tight deadline leading up to shoot dates, all images completed on time.

EDUCATION

GED
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